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1. Re-thinking categories in sociology of cultural consumption
Switching from declarative data collected at the level of music genres (“I like rock and jazz”)
to mixed, declarative+observational data (digital traces) of effective consumption, 
collected at the level of tracks/albums/artists (“which rock and which jazz? how much? how long?”)

2. Measuring the diversity consumed on streaming platforms
Evaluate the relevance of statistical models linking social properties and music preferences
that have been built on declarative data only

3. Measuring the effects of algorithmic recommendation
What are the measurable effects of a recommendation system among its users, 
after several years of use/exposure?

4. Investigate the relationship between declared music preferences and music streaming practices
Measure over- and under-representations and potential influence of legitimacy in displaying tastes

Context
Objectives of the RECORDS project
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Context
The increasing importance of streaming 
in the global recorded music market

Sources: IFPI, Global music reports 2022, 2023
+ SNEP decoding (IFPI data)

World France

16M active users worldwide
about half in France

3 to 5 million premium account users in FranceAbout 600M premium accounts users



First study //
Use cases of a mixed methods research design 

that integrates digital traces, survey data, 
and nested sampling

> Yann Renisio, Amélie Beaumont, Jean-Samuel Beuscart, Samuel Coavoux, Philippe Coulangeon, et al.. (2024)
Integrating digital traces into mixed methods designs: An application to the study of online music listening using 
survey, interview and stream history data collected from the same people. Under review ⟨hal-04448365⟩

https://hal.science/hal-04448365
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Use cases
of the pairwise combination 
of data sources



Illustration (1/2)

> Renisio et al.. (2024) Integrating digital traces into 
mixed methods designs: An application to the study of 
online music listening using survey, interview and 
stream history data collected from the same people. 
Under review ⟨hal-04448365⟩

https://hal.science/hal-04448365


Illustration (2/2)

> Renisio et al.. (2024) Integrating digital traces into 
mixed methods designs: An application to the study of 
online music listening using survey, interview and 
stream history data collected from the same people. 
Under review ⟨hal-04448365⟩

https://hal.science/hal-04448365


Second study //
Unveiling social desirability scales 

> Thomas Louail and Yann Renisio, Unveiling social desirability scales by comparing individuals’ responses 
to an online survey with their streaming history data. In preparation.



Motivation (1/2)
Build on the gap between practice and declaration of practice

- Digital traces are sometimes presented as able to replace survey data (on the 
long run), because considered a better proxy for actual practice than the 
declarations and self-reports collected in surveys often sought to capture 
(Parry et al. 2021)

- When the two sources are available and used together, 
it is often to ‘improve'/enrich one with the other (Stier et al. 2019)

- correct social desirability biases in survey data
- reduce noise in observational digital traces

- Our approach: rather than ‘triangulating’, we want to use the measure of 
discrepancies to build new indicators to compare measurement categories 

- compare discrepancies for different categories of content
- highlight social norms related to these categories

- Two well-known cases of social desirability biases: 
Body Mass Index; Voter abstention



- The case of music consumption makes it possible to elaborate 
on the numerous studies that have highlighted the statistical affinity between 
the music preferences declared by respondents and their social positions, 
e.g. (Coulangeon 2003) for France ; (Peterson & Kern 1996) for the US ; (Chan & Goldthorpe 2007) for the UK

- In particular it has been long documented that:
- Classical music is more often declared to be listened to by the upper classes; 
- Rap, on the contrary, is more often listened to by the working classes;
- Jazz and Metal are somewhat intermediary between these two genres: C > J > M > R

- Would we retrieve this order if we compared the genres
according to how much they are over-/under-declared 
when compared to how much they are streamed?

Motivation (2/2)
Application to music listening and preferences



Survey snapshots (1/3) : 
Asking users’ explicit consent



Survey snapshots (2/3) : 
Asking about listening habits and music genres



Survey snapshots (3/3) : 
Asking about listening habits and music genres



The population of 
survey respondents

Iteration n°2 // January 2021
30k users of Deezer located in France 

email invitation to take the survey
no incentive

N=1.4k respondents (~4%)



Demographics of a (bad) sample
Source: INSEE 2020Source: Enquête projet RECORDSSource: deezer



Highest qualification level (highest diploma obtained)

Source: Enquête projet RECORDS
Vague 2



Methods

1. Assign musical genres to the millions of tracks and artists 
streamed by the survey respondents

2. Systematically compare the weight of these genres in the individuals' streams 
with the listening habits they reported in the survey, and rank

3. Rank musical genres based on the intra-individual deviations 
between reported listening habits and actual streams

4. Apply the same method to artist preferences
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Tracks, artists and genres (1/2)
People listen to songs/music pieces and artists, whose qualification 
by one or more genre labels (rock, jazz, rap, etc.) is debatable

> Genres are problematic and ill-defined categories 
* no consensus on a definition (Robette & Roueff 2014)
* they aggregate very different products (Nault et al. 2021)
* their boundaries evolve over time (Levine, 1988)

=> more formally, there’s no unique and well-defined function 
F: t → g
that would associate a finite number of genre labels g 
to each track (or artist) t 

BUT almost the entire scientific literature in sociology of music 
preferences is written at the level of music genres…

Highbrow: classical and jazz
Middlebrow: rock
Lowbrow: dance and rap

→ There exists a very large number of reasonable choices 
for the labeling function F



Over the past 12 months prior to the survey, for the 16k respondents 
to the 3rd iteration of the survey : 

313k distinct artists streamed at least once

3M unique tracks

=> Manual labeling is out of reach

Different systematic approaches to labeling: 
- from online collaborative databases (e.g. musicbrainz, wikidata) 
- from the content of user playlists named after a music genre 
- from the content of editorial playlists named after a music genre 
- from the programming of French radio stations dedicated to a given 
music genre (France Musiques, Radio Classique, TSF Jazz, etc.) 
- ...

In the following, to simplify we reduce a music genre to a set of artists 
whose tracks are often associated with this genre in playlists 
curated by professional editors (employed by the streaming platform)

Assumption: a strong result on possible deviations between genres,
 in how people declare and/or listen to them, should hold whatever the 
procedure chosen for assigning genre labels to musical items

Tracks, artists and genres (2/2)



An expert-based and statistical approach

We rely upon the editorial playlists proposed by the platform that are named after a music genre
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Consistency of the lists of artists per genre

- 80% of artists are tagged, 
representing ~91% of respondents' streams 
in the last 12 months

- The most frequently featured artists in these 
editorial playlists named after a genre are easily 
identifiable as popular artists of that genre → 
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The more respondents stream a given music genre, 
the more they declare to listen to that genre

- This holds whatever the music genre considered
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Quartiles de la population classée selon l’importance du genre dans les écoutes



And individuals who claim to listen to a genre listen to it more 
than those who claim not to listen to it

- It is true regardless of the music genre



Measuring intra-individual discrepancies

We define in a non-ambiguous way an inconsistent statement:

If individual i declares listening to genre G and not genre G’, 
there is inconsistency if this individual listens to more G’ than G
Additionally, the intensity of this difference is obtained by the ratio of 
the times he/she spent streaming the two genres: t(G)/t(G’)

For example, an individual who claims not to listen to classical music 
and to listen to rap will be considered inconsistent if he listens to more classical 
music than rap. 
If he has listened to 3 hours of classical music and 1 hour of rap, the intensity of 
this difference will be 3/1



However, we observe rather the opposite: 
the majority of respondents who declare 
listening to classical music and not rap, listen 
to less classical music than rap

Conversely, almost all individuals declaring 
to listen to rap and not classical music have 
a streaming practice that align with their 
declaration

A gradation can thus be observed between 
the pairs of genres.

The unequal social desirability
of musical genres



The unequal social desirability of musical genres

By aggregating these results, we retrieve a ranking of genres often discussed in 
the literature, but based solely on the discrepancies between survey responses 
and digital traces (rather than on the social properties of respondents).
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Excerpt of the
online survey



Artist overstatements and social desirability
To extend this principle on better defined ‘objects’, 
we tested the same hypothesis on artists. For each 
respondent, and for each pair of artists in the survey 
questionnaire, we hypothesized that if the 
respondent (implicitly) declared preferring A to B, 
he/she should listen to A more than B. 
We then aggregate the results by artist 
to calculate an artist's overstatement rate.

In parallel, for each artist in the questionnaire, 
we extract from rateyourmusic.com the ratings 
given by the website’s contributors to the artist's 
albums, and calculate the average rating 
(weighted by the number of reviews) as a proxy 
for recognition.

!! Number of reviews varies greatly from one 
artist to another



Hypothesis
The more an artist has good reviews, the more likely she/he will be declared 

as more appreciated than another artist, yet listened to more. 



Some fluctuations 
but a trend: 
the artists most often 
over-declared as 
appreciated (relative to 
how much they are 
listened to) are those 
whose albums are the 
best rated

Overdeclarations of artists and social desirability



Still needs to be done
- Reproduce analyses using other genre labeling functions
- Does the propensity to conform to the norm vary significantly 

between social groups (gender, generation, socio-professional category, etc.)?
- Use different rating databases given to albums and (aggregated to artists) 

by both specialized media and internet users
- Reproduce calculations on RECORDS’ 3rd iteration data

- more volume (16k respondents)
- better encoding of the socioeconomic status and educational attainment
- filter listeners who declare listening to a music genre exclusively outside of Deezer 

(often heard: “people do not stream classical music, they listen to it on CDs with hifi 
material”)

- additional questions relative to genre appreciation and ordering
- Reproduce the analysis for users/respondents from different countries 

where Deezer is a big player in the market (Germany, UK and other EU countries)



- First exploration confirm the value of working on the discrepancies between survey responses and digital 
traces to characterize social desirability scales

- Research protocol requires collaboration with an internet platform willing to survey its users 
+ when these users give their consent, willing to provide access to their individual digital traces

- Compared to other approaches — API ; data donation ; have users install apps that log their phone usage and web 
browsing – cf. F. Keusch (2024) Quality of Digital Behavioral Data. FORS-SSP Methods & Research Meeting

- behavioral data recorded in natural conditions
- very long time periods (several years for users who registered to the service long ago) 

- The approach could be replicated to measure other kinds of digital consumption in streaming 
(e.g. movies and TV shows), and more generally any ordinary practice interfaced by digital platforms 
(eg. online shopping, book medical appointments, online dating, news consumption)

- Work needed to identify a proper level of aggregation of the personal data prior to their release, 
to guarantee privacy/anonymity of respondents

- Potential collaboration with FORS on the upcoming 4th iteration of the data collection
- improve survey and data quality
- experiments in survey methodology

Summary and outlook
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